
Do you have a good understanding of both finance 
and IT? Are you eager to learn and develop in 
a dynamic work environment where you will 
be involved in many areas and at many levels? 
Would you like to be a part of an international 
corporation striving for a sustainable future? Then 
you may be just the person we are looking for.

Genan is now looking for a dynamic Business Controller for 
group controlling. Projected start date: 15 August 2024 – or 
earlier if this is what will suit the right match the best. 
Office base will be company headquarters in Viborg, but 
tasks will involve work for and cooperation with all group 
companies. You will report directly to the Finance Manager 
for our Danish operating company – but also work in close 
cooperation with our Group CFO.

Your main tasks

•  Ongoing development of and training of colleagues in our 
Business Intelligence solution (QLIK Sense)

• Assistance in relation to M&A activities

• Sales controlling – prices, volumes and profit

• Assistance to colleagues as CRM superuser

•  Assistance in connection with the budgeting process

• Follow-up on strategic KPIs

• Optimising various procedures and models

•  Ad hoc tasks at group level (projects initiated by the   
Group CFO)

Your qualifications

For the position as Business Controller, we expect you to have 
a relevant MSc in e.g. Economics & Business Administration 
(cand. merc.). You may have graduated only recently or 
have 1-2 years of experience from a similar position. Most 
important is that you have the right mindset. 

You must be service-minded and act as a business partner 
within the organisation – but also be able to set the limits 
when necessary. 

English is our corporate language, and fluency in English is 
thus a must.  

Business-related travel to our other sites may occur – but can 
be adapted to match individual preferences.

In respect of social skills, we expect you to be positive and 
open-minded of nature.

Your opportunities

We offer a challenging position in a dynamic, international 
company – and a strong team of colleagues to support you. 
Although Genan is a relatively small group, we work with 
almost all the same financial disciplines as larger groups; and  
you will be involved in many of these. The position as Business 
Controller thus offers a unique opportunity for you to develop 
your personal competencies in a global group structure.  

Among colleagues, the tone is informal and based on the 
values of gratification, trust and initiative. These values are in 
focus daily to ensure a harmonious work environment. 

For further information about the job, feel free to contact 
Finance Manager Niklas Støvring Bech on tel. +45 4114 6457.

Applications must be sent by e-mail to job@genan.com 

We look forward to hearing from you.

Environmental company Genan boasts more than 30 years of 
experience in tyre recycling. Counting a total of six state-of-the-art 
factories – one in Denmark, three in Germany, one in Portugal and 
one in the USA – Genan is the largest tyre recycler in the world. 
Sustainability is our core value, and by turning huge volumes of 
end-of-life tyres into new resources, Genan helps solve an immense, 
global problem. To strive for a sustainable future takes a dynamic 
and dedicated team; and our more than 300  
passionate employees are thus the
core of our organisation. 
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